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Development Of Electric Engine Cooling
Porsche has started road-testing prototypes of its all-electric Macan sport-utility, following an initial phase of digital testing that got underway when the project was first started four years ago.
Porsche begins testing its all-electric Macan SUV
Porsche has shared the first official images of the electric Macan SUV, which has been testing on public roads. The German firm has called the road trials ‘one of the most important milestones in the ...
Porsche releases first official images of the electric Macan SUV
Porsche will launch its electric Macan in 2023, the automaker said on Monday. That's a year later than previously thought and means the electric Macan will arrive later than a related Audi to be ...
Electric Porsche Macan starts testing ahead of 2023 launch
The electric motors market in the transportation industry is anticipated to witness tremendous growth on account of rising implementation of supportive environmental norms Technological advancement ...
What Are The Key Factors Augmenting Electric Motors Market In The Transportation Sector By 2026?
"The development of the electric transport industry stimulates ... but an important part of such a battery is the cooling system. Thus this radiator should be compact, lightweight, and at the ...
A lightweight and durable radiator for cooling electric vehicle batteries
Porsche unveiled today camouflaged all-electric Macan prototypes hitting public roads for testing for the first time. However, the German automaker also announced that the new all-electric version ...
Porsche unveils all-electric Macan prototypes, but it makes a big mistake too
GRC (Green Revolution Cooling), the leader in single-phase immersion cooling for data centers, today announced the appointment of John Bean to the rol ...
Schneider Electric’s Former Director of Innovation and Technology Joins The Leading Provider of Data Center Liquid Immersion Cooling as Chief Technology Officer
This isn't the only electric motor Yamaha has developed. Starting last year, Yamaha began expanding its business to include development ... but output and cooling methods can be tailored to ...
Yamaha develops 496-horsepower motor for electric hypercars
Final Report will add the analysis of the impact of COVID-19 on this industry. “Brushless Electric Motor Market” ...
Brushless Electric Motor Market Size 2021 Research Report by Industry Consumption, Value, Growth Rate, Development Strategy and Forecast to 2026 - MarketWatch
The Stuttgart company’s entry-level open-top sports car, together with the Cayman coupe, might gain an electric drivetrain, which will be offered alongside the ICE-powered variants. Car & Driver ...
Is Porsche Now Working On An Electric Boxster Concept?
The electric propulsion specialist has demonstrated an inverter that it says will support a 2 MW motor with hybrid-electric, electric or hydrogen power.
Wright Electric Advances Plans For Electric Airliner
(AAM), (NYSE: AXL) will receive $5 million in funding from the U.S. Department of Energy to advance development of its next generation Electric Drive Technology. The cooperative agreement from the ...
AAM to Receive U.S. Department of Energy Cooperative Agreement for Electric Drive Technology
Dalrada Financial Corp. (OTCQB: DFCO, “Dalrada”) announced today that the Company is launching the development of Likido®HOME, a revolutionary clean e ...
Dalrada Launches Development of Likido®HOME Water Heater Designed to Improve Energy Efficiency by 300% and Significantly Reduce Carbon Emissions
Market Trends for Bus Motor in the Global Industry Acquire a Massive Increase in the Next Few Years Contains information on the state of growth, competitive environment, and development model in ...
Bus Motor Market Key Drivers Bosch,Asmo,Mitsuba,Brose,Johnson Electric,Nidec,Mabuchi,Valeo Group
WATERLOO, ON and SHANGHAI, May 6, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- (NYSE: BB; TSX: BB) today announced that Chinese electric carmaker WM Motor has selected its QNX® Neutrino® Realtime Operating ...
WM Motor Chooses BlackBerry QNX to Power Its W6 All-Electric SUV
This will ensure the development of prototype motors tailoring to the specific requirements of clients in a short period. Yamaha Motor has plans to exhibit the 350 kW class electric motor and its ...
Yamaha’s new 469hp electric motor for hyper EVs/ cars: Prototype development orders start
This isn't the only electric motor Yamaha has developed. Starting last year, Yamaha began expanding its business to include development of motors ranging ... but output and cooling methods can be ...
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